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Abstract—Local climate zones (LCZs) divide the urban land-5
scape into homogeneous types based on urban structure (i.e.,6
morphology of streets and buildings), urban cover (i.e., permeabil-7
ity of surfaces), construction materials, and human activities (i.e.,8
anthropogenic heat). This classification scheme represents a stan-9
dardized way of capturing the basic urban form of cities and is cur-10
rently being applied globally as part of the world urban database11
and portal tools (WUDAPT) initiative. This paper assesses the12
transferability of the LCZ concept to two Ukrainian cities, i.e.,13
Kyiv and Lviv, which differ in urban form and topography, and14
considers three ways to validate and verify this classification15
scheme. An accuracy of 64% was achieved for Kyiv using an inde-16
pendent validation dataset while a comparison of the LCZ maps17
with the GlobeLand30 land cover map resulted in a match that18
was greater than 75% for both cities. There was also good cor-19
respondence between the urban classes in the LCZ maps and the20
urban points of interest in OpenStreetMap (OSM). However, fur-21
ther research is still required to produce a standardized validation22
protocol that could be used on a regular basis by contributors to23
WUDAPT to help produce more accurate LCZ maps in the future.24

Index Terms—GlobeLand30, Landsat, local climate zones25
(LCZs), OpenStreetMap (OSM), remote sensing, Ukraine, urban26
areas.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

L OCAL climate zones (LCZs) were developed by [1] as a29

way of dividing cities into different homogenous thermal30

regimes for the purpose of sitting weather stations, making rep-31

resentative temperature measurements and for providing urban32

climate models with a range of possible values for different33

types of model parameters, e.g., sky view factor and building34

surface fraction. LCZs are also useful for studying the urban35

heat island (UHI) effect, where increased temperatures are36

experienced relative to more rural areas [2]. More recently, the37

LCZ classification scheme has moved beyond its original pur-38

pose and is now recognized as a valuable way of characterizing39

the urban form and function of cities in a standardized way. The40

LCZ classification system consists of 10 urban classes, which41

can be characterized by urban structure (i.e., the morphology42
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of the streets and buildings), urban cover (i.e., permeability and 43

vegetation/built fraction), urban fabric (i.e., the materials), and 44

human activity (i.e., anthropogenic heating). The other seven 45

classes within this scheme are pure, natural land cover types 46

such as forest and water. A list of these classes is provided in 47

Table I and more details can be found in [1]. The LCZs are 48

generic enough that they should capture the main types of urban 49

form globally (although this has yet to be fully tested) while 50

providing a culturally neutral framework for characterizing the 51

structure of cities. 52

The Urban Atlas, which is produced by the European 53

Environment Agency as part of the Copernicus land moni- 54

toring program [3], represents a detailed urban classification 55

but it is only available for large cities in European Union 56

member countries. The urban types in the LCZ scheme are 57

also more detailed than the urban fabric classes of the Urban 58

Atlas. No other detailed urban classification exists that has been 59

applied globally. The world urban database and access portal 60

tools (WUDAPT) initiative (http://www.wudapt.org) is work- 61

ing toward the goal of mapping the LCZs of all major cities 62

globally [4], [5]. 63

There is a considerable literature emerging on the use of 64

remote sensing to classify cities according to urban structure 65

types (USTs) [6]–[8], also referred to as urban morphology 66

types [9] and urban structural units [10]. However, as pointed 67

out in [6], most of the previous studies have analyzed only 68

one city with little thought for transferability to other areas. 69

Each has their own classification scheme, which renders mul- 70

ticity comparisons impossible. Moreover, many of the methods 71

use imagery that is not openly available as well as additional 72

data such as building heights and footprints that are diffi- 73

cult to obtain globally. The WUDAPT philosophy is based 74

on the use of data that are freely available and can be pro- 75

cessed in a simple workflow using free software for any city 76

in the world. Numerous multispectral, thermal, and morpho- 77

logical features as well as machine learning methods have 78

been tested for discrimination of LCZs [11] and subsequently 79

a workflow based on Landsat imagery and random forest has 80

been developed by [11] and [12] and implemented in SAGA. 81

Single studies have applied the method to cities with dif- 82

ferent climatic and cultural backgrounds including Khartoum 83

in this Special Issue [13]. However, it has yet to be fur- 84

ther tested and validated on other cities than those previously 85

reported, i.e., Dublin, Houston, and Hamburg. Although build- 86

ing heights and building densities differ between the urban 87

classes, it is possible to use spectral differences in urban 88

materials and cover to differentiate urban structure, negating 89
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TABLE IT1:1
LCZ CLASSES [1]T1:2

the need for very high resolution data that are required, e.g.,90

for USTs.91

The aim of this paper is to further test this Landsat-based92

LCZ workflow on two large cities in Ukraine: Kyiv and Lviv,93

which differ in terms of urban structure and topography. These94

LCZ maps will provide a contribution to WUDAPT while also95

considering issues such as transferability of the methodology96

and independent validation, which has not been addressed pre-97

viously in [12]. In particular, we use an independent stratified98

sample as well as additional datasets including OpenStreetMap99

(OSM) and the GlobeLand30 land cover product to validate the100

LCZ classification.101

II. STUDY AREA102

Two cities in Ukraine were chosen: Kyiv and Lviv; their loca-103

tions are shown in Fig. 1. The choice of locations was based104

on possessing local knowledge of the urban landscape of these105

two cities. Local knowledge has been identified by [12] as a106

critical element in developing an LCZ classification. This is pri-107

marily because urban experts know their own cities well and108

are, therefore, the best placed to create the training areas for109

the LCZ classification. Validation is also aided by good local110

knowledge, which is used when comparing the resulting LCZ111

maps with very high resolution imagery in Google Earth. A112

brief description of these two cities is provided below.113

Kyiv is the capital of Ukraine. This city dates back to at least114

the ninth century and has long been a city of importance; it115

had a population similar to Paris by the year 1200 [14]. With116

a population of around 2.87 million people in 2014 [15], it is117

the largest city in Ukraine and the eighth largest in Europe [16].118

Kyiv is located in the northern part of the country on the Dnipro119

(or Dnieper) River with an area of around 839 km2 and an aver-120

age elevation of 179 m [17]. The river cuts the city into two121

parts with the center located on the western bank of the river.122

Lviv is located in the western part of Ukraine and was123

founded in the middle of the 13th century [18]. The city is much124

smaller than Kyiv, with a population of around 730K and an125

area of 182 km2. It is the seventh largest city in Ukraine. The126

city has an average elevation of 289 m, with the highest hill127

(412 m) on the northern part of the city.128

As the capital of Ukraine, Kyiv is six times larger in area129

than Lviv and is an agglomeration of surrounding satellite urban130

areas, reflecting a large commuter population, so has quite a131

different layout compared to Lviv. The street layout of Kyiv is132

an irregular grid like structure, probably reflecting the Roman 133

influence, whereas Lviv has an irregular street layout, where the 134

main streets follow the original underground water ways [19]. 135

Despite the difference in sizes and populations, the average liv- 136

ing area per person is similar [15], [20]. Both cities also have 137

different topographic characteristics, which will affect the local 138

climate. Moreover, their histories are quite different, i.e., Lviv 139

was part of the Austro-Hungarian empire, whereas Kyiv was 140

part of the Russian empire so the urban form, i.e., the building 141

architecture and street layouts, differs. 142

Both cities have a humid continental climate with cold win- 143

ters (Köppen–Geiger classification of Dfb). The average high 144

temperature in summer is around 25 ◦C but extremes of almost 145

40 ◦C have been recorded in the past. The cities are subject to 146

UHI effects, but these are exacerbated during extreme events. 147

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 148

A. Data Inputs 149

Landsat 8 imagery was downloaded from the US Geological 150

Survey Earth Explorer site (http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/) for 151

both cities. For Kyiv, four scenes were used with the following 152

dates (April 16, 2013; May 2, 2013; June 6, 2014; October 28, 153

2014) whereas for Lviv, five were used (May 24, 2014; June 9, 154

2014; March 8, 2015; March 24, 2015; April 9, 2015). These 155

scenes had cloud cover of less than 4%. Although a fifth scene 156

was downloaded for Kyiv, it resulted in linear artifacts in the 157

LCZ map and was, therefore, omitted. Multiple scenes were 158

downloaded because multitemporal information improves the 159

LCZ classification as found by [12]. 160

The algorithm to create the LCZ classification requires train- 161

ing data. These data should cover homogeneous areas that are 162

as large as possible or at least the minimum size of an LCZ, i.e., 163

around 1 km2. Fig. 2 shows the training areas, whereas Table II 164

contains details of these training areas, in particular the num- 165

ber of polygons digitized per LCZ and the area covered by the 166

training areas in each city. In some cases, the number of poly- 167

gons is small since the actual proportion of some LCZs in each 168

city is small. A random stratified sample of 1125 pixels at the 169

original resolution of 120 m was selected from the city of Kyiv. 170

This was used for independent validation of the LCZ map of 171

Kyiv. 172

To then undertake an independent comparison, two different 173

datasets were used. The first is the GlobeLand30 land cover 174

dataset at a resolution of 30 m that was recently developed by 175

the National Geomatics Center of China [21] for 2010. This 176

land cover dataset is freely available for downloading and con- 177

tains nine classes including one for artificial surfaces. This latter 178

class covers urban areas, roads, rural cottages, and mines. They 179

used a supervised approach to first classify artificial surfaces 180

followed by the application of a segmentation method. Artificial 181

surfaces were then classified based on exceedance of a mini- 182

mum threshold of 50% within the identified objects. Finally, 183

manual verification was undertaken using high-resolution 184

imagery from Google Earth. The user’s accuracy was estimated 185

at around 87% for this class, whereas the overall accuracy for 186

all classes in this global product is around 80% [17]. 187
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Fig. 1. Location of the cities of Kyiv and Lviv in Ukraine.F1:1

The second dataset for independent comparison is from188

OSM. OSM is a community-based mapping initiative in which189

volunteers map features such as buildings, roads, land use,190

and points of interest [22]. The data are openly available191

through an open database commons open data license and192

were downloaded from the GeoFabrik website in Germany193

(http://www.geofabrik.de). The features are organized as poly-194

gons, lines, and points. Only the point shapefile was used in195

this study in which points of interest of type cities, villages,196

and towns were extracted. These point locations are meant to197

correspond to the center of these features and will be used as198

an additional source of independent comparison with the LCZ199

classification of Kyiv and Lviv. Work is ongoing to investigate200

how OSM line and polygon features can be used in both LCZ201

classification and validation in the future.202

B. Methodology for LCZ Classification203

The workflow in [12] was employed to create the LCZ maps204

for Kyiv and Lviv. A modified version of this workflow is205

shown in Fig. 3. The Landsat 8 imagery was downloaded and206

the training areas were created for each city as outlined in207

Section III-A. The Landsat 8 imagery was then classified using208

a random forest classifier. Instead of using the SAGA soft-209

ware [23] from [12], the workflow was processed using R. Each210

Landsat 8 scene contains 11 bands, 8 of which are multispectral211

(at a resolution of 30 m), 1 is panchromatic (at 15 m resolution),212

and 2 are thermal (acquired at 100 m resolution, but delivered213

resampled to 30 m). Despite possible redundancy, all bands214

were used in the classification since random forest is relatively215

insensitive toward the number of features. All bands from the 216

five scenes were resampled using the area mean to a common 217

resolution of 120 m, which is within the range of 100–150 m 218

recommended by [12]. Therefore, 48 inputs were provided to 219

the random forest classifier for Kyiv (to include all four scenes) 220

and 60 inputs were used in total for Lviv. Experimentation with 221

the number of trees in the random forest classifier revealed a 222

flattening out of the out of bag error curve at 128 trees (see 223

Table III) so this was used as the final configuration to create 224

the LCZ classifications of the two cities. Each tree in the clas- 225

sifier is constructed using a sample in which around one third 226

of the observations are left out. Once all trees are constructed, 227

the resulting class for a given set of inputs is based on majority 228

voting. The out of bag error is the prediction error based on the 229

trees that did not use a specific sample for training. 230

The LCZ map was then examined using Google Earth to look 231

for any poorly classified areas. Based on this qualitative inspec- 232

tion, additional training areas were added and the classification 233

was rerun. Using the advice provided in [11], the minimum 234

number of training areas per class suggested was 4–5 (where 235

it was possible to identify this number). Thus, areas with larger 236

number of training areas (Table II) reflect attempts to improve 237

the classification and represent additional training areas. This 238

step is repeated as many times as necessary. 239

An additional experiment was undertaken in which the mini- 240

mum, mean, and maximum value of the resampled 120 m bands 241

were provided to the classifier, increasing the number of inputs 242

(or features) from 48 to 144 for Kyiv and from 60 to 180 for 243

Lviv. The idea was to determine whether providing additional 244

information about the spectral variation to the classifier, which 245
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Fig. 2. Training areas in (a) Kyiv and (b) Lviv plotted on the LCZ maps.F2:1

would otherwise be lost in the resampling, might help to better246

discriminate between different LCZs.247

Two new steps were then added to the workflow of [12].248

The first was to undertake an independent validation using a249

random stratified sample (Fig. 3 item 1) as described in the250

section on data inputs. Such an approach has not yet been tried251

for validation of LCZ maps.252

A postclassification filter of a two pixel window was then 253

applied to the image to create more homogeneous LCZs. This 254

is because LCZs are meant to be areas of around 1 km2 since 255

they must be large enough to have an effect on the local climate. 256

The second additional step to the workflow (Fig. 3 item 2) 257

was to compare the map with other sources of independent 258

data to determine the agreement. The GlobeLand30 land cover 259
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TABLE IIT2:1
TRAINING AREAS FOR KYIV AND LVIVT2:2

Fig. 3. LCZ workflow. The dotted lines contain the steps as outlined in [11],
whereas the validation steps labeled 1 and 2 have been added here.

F3:1
F3:2

TABLE IIIT3:1
OUT OF BAG ERROR FOR DIFFERING NUMBERS OF TREES IN THE

RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFICATION

T3:2
T3:3

product and points of interest from OSM were overlaid onto the260

LCZ maps and a comparison was made, both visually and via261

confusion matrices to determine correspondence.262

One of the proposed strengths of the LCZ classification is263

that it is a standardized approach so that it can theoretically be264

transferred from city to city. As outlined in Section II, Kyiv265

and Lviv differ in urban form so the LCZ classification can be266

used to examine these differences objectively. Therefore, offi-267

cial administrative boundaries for each city were applied to the268

LCZ maps to compare them in terms of what types of LCZs269

characterize each city and their relative sizes.270

IV. RESULTS271

A. LCZ Classifications of Kyiv and Lviv272

Fig. 4 shows the LCZ map of Kyiv, which contains 12 out273

of the 17 LCZ types. The only compact LCZ is 2 (compact274

mid-rise) as there are no examples of LCZs 1 and 3 in Kyiv.275

LCZ 7 (lightweight low-rise) and LCZ 10 (heavy industry) are 276

also not found in Kyiv. The Dnipro River clearly cuts the city in 277

half with most of the urban types concentrated in a core around 278

the river. The business district can clearly be seen on the west- 279

ern bank of the river. The whole western part of the city looks 280

very heterogeneous, without a clear sense of structure. This is 281

also seen very clearly when the city is viewed using Google 282

Earth imagery, which is not shown here due to the size of the 283

area. However, both cities can be viewed via the WUDAPT 284

website (http://www.wudapt.org), which includes Google Earth 285

imagery. This heterogeneity contrasts very sharply with much 286

more organized cities such as those in North America and other 287

parts of Europe. On the eastern side and to the north of the city 288

is LCZ 4 (Open high-rise), which is characterized by large areas 289

of newer residential buildings (i.e., post-1965 and also some 290

post-1987). This part of the city looks more organized and may 291

reflect more recent planning compared to the much older his- 292

torical center. Areas of light industry are scattered throughout 293

the city (LCZ 8—large low-rise). Around Kyiv is a consider- 294

able amount of greenspace (LCZs A, B, and D) with sparsely 295

built settlements (LCZ 9) appearing as small clusters as one 296

moves away from the center of the city. This leap frog devel- 297

opment reflects urban satellite developments for a commuting 298

population. 299

The LCZ classification of Lviv is given in Fig. 5. Like 300

Kyiv, it has the same urban LCZ types although LCZ 4 301

(open high-rise) is absent. However, apart from a small cen- 302

tral patch of LCZ 2 (compact mid-rise), the majority of 303

the center is a large homogenous area of LCZ 5 (open 304

low-rise). Examining photographs from Google street view 305

reveals building architecture that is similar to the older residen- 306

tial part of the city of Vienna, reflecting the Austro-Hungarian 307

history. The city’s urban structure is more organized, which is 308

in sharp contrast to the much more heterogeneous mix of LCZs 309

seen in Kyiv. Areas of sparsely built settlements (LCZ 9) are 310

also much larger and closer to the city center. 311

Table IV provides a comparison of the size of the LCZs in 312

Kyiv and Lviv after official city boundaries were used to clip 313

the LCZ maps. In absolute terms Kyiv is clearly much bigger, 314

but when compared relatively, Lviv has more than 60% of urban 315

LCZs compared to Kyiv, which has just under 40%. While Kyiv 316

has almost 15% of its area covered by LCZ 4 (open high-rise), 317

which is absent in Lviv, LCZ 5 (open mid-rise) is much more 318

prevalent in Lviv than Kyiv. Lviv has a higher amount of LCZ 9 319

(sparsely built), which may reflect agricultural areas surround- 320

ing the city, whereas there are considerably more forested areas 321

around the city of Kyiv. Water is also higher in Kyiv, reflecting 322

the river that runs through the city. 323

The confusion matrix for the training data for Kyiv is 324

shown in Table V, where the out of bag error was 3.82%. 325

Table VI shows the results when using the additional inputs 326

from the minimum and maximum values of the bands in addi- 327

tion to the mean. The out of bag error improves marginally to 328

3.5%. The overall accuracy is 96%, increasing slightly with 329

the additional inputs to 97%. The natural classes are all cap- 330

tured extremely well with good results for the urban classes. 331

However, there is some confusion between the compact and 332

open urban classes. When considering all the inputs (Table VI), 333
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Fig. 4. LCZ map of Kyiv.F4:1

Fig. 5. LCZ map of Lviv.F5:1

LCZs 4, 5, and 6 decrease in accuracy slightly but there is334

less confusion between LCZs 4 and 8. There are other small335

tradeoffs that can be observed when comparing Tables V336

and VI. However, there appears to be very small differences337

between the results with and without the additional inputs. The 338

results for Lviv are similar to Kyiv. The out of bag error is 339

slightly larger at 7% but the confusion matrix shows similar 340

patterns. 341
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TABLE IVT4:1
AREAS OF LCZS FOR KYIV AND LVIV CONTAINED WITHIN

THE OFFICIAL CITY BOUNDARIES

T4:2
T4:3

B. Validation With Sample Data342

The sample validation dataset described in Section III-A was343

used to assess the accuracy of the LCZ maps. Tables VII and344

VIII provide confusion matrices for Kyiv for the two differ-345

ent input datasets. Table VII contains results for the random346

forest classified with only the resampled mean of the bands347

as inputs while Table VIII shows the results when the mini-348

mum, mean, and maximum are included. The overall accuracy349

using the mean as inputs is 64%, where the poorest class is350

LCZ 4 (open high-rise). There is some confusion between LCZ351

4 and other urban classes and LCZ E (bare rock or paved), and352

there are issues with LCZ 5 (open mid-rise), which is also mis-353

taken for other classes. The overall accuracy improves slightly354

to 66% when including more inputs, where the user accuracy355

of some urban classes improves but the tradeoff is a slight356

decrease in the producer’s accuracy. Although the effects of357

adding additional inputs is more pronounced on the indepen-358

dent validation dataset compared to the training data, it appears359

that there is little to be gained from adding these extra inputs360

to the classifier. Kyiv is very heterogeneous, particularly in the361

western part of the city, which may partly explain these accu-362

racy figures. Further training data may be needed to improve363

the classification.364

C. Comparison With GlobeLand30365

Figs. 6 and 7 show the GlobeLand30 land cover map super-366

imposed on the LCZ maps of Kyiv and Lviv, respectively. For367

Kyiv, the artificial surfaces appear to match the urban types368

extremely well from a visual point of view, including LCZ 9369

(sparsely built) that covers scattered settlements around Kyiv.370

Large, homogeneous patches of forest cover and water are also371

captured well as are grassland and cultivated areas (correspond-372

ing to LCZ D low plants). However, there are some exceptions,373

e.g., Fig. 8(a) shows an area on high-resolution imagery from374

Google Earth where GlobeLand30 classifies the area as Forest375

and the area is LCZ D (low plants). The image contains a flood376

plain, which becomes inundated during flooding and is, there-377

fore, left in a natural state. Thus, the LCZ map better captures378

this area than the GlobeLand30 product.379

This overall correspondence is confirmed in Table IX, which380

contains a confusion matrix comparing the LCZ classification381

with the GlobeLand30 land cover product. The LCZs were first 382

mapped onto the GlobeLand30 classes as follows. 383383

1) Urban LCZs and LCZ E (since this latter one is an OR 384

class of bare rock or paved) map onto artificial surfaces. 385

2) LCZs A and B map onto the Forest class. 386

3) LCZ C maps onto shrubland. 387

4) LCZ D maps onto cultivated land and grassland which 388

were collapsed into a single class in the confusion 389

matrix. 390

5) LCZ F maps onto bare soil or sand. 391

6) LCZ G maps onto water bodies. 392

There is no wetland class in the LCZ classification, and 393

classes that are related to the tundra and snow were omitted. 394

LCZ9 (sparsely built) could be either artificial surfaces, grass- 395

land or cultivated land. For the purpose of calculating corre- 396

spondence between the two datasets, LCZ9 is mapped onto the 397

GlobeLand30 class artificial surfaces. 398

Table IX shows that the overall correspondence between the 399

two datasets was 83% for Kyiv. The user’s and producer’s accu- 400

racies were generally high except for classes that were simply 401

not present (e.g., shrubland) or where there is no corresponding 402

class (e.g., wetland). 403

For Lviv (Fig. 7), the visual comparison shows similar corre- 404

spondence between the artificial surfaces class of GlobeLand30 405

and the urban types, with the exception of LCZ 9 (sparsely 406

built), which often corresponds to the cultivated land class of 407

GlobeLand30. This is not surprising as this class contains less 408

than 20% artificial surfaces but still is considered an urban 409

type in the LCZ classification. Correspondence with forests is 410

also reasonably good although there are exceptions. For exam- 411

ple, Fig. 8(b) shows an area on high-resolution imagery from 412

Google Earth where GlobeLand30 classifies the area as arti- 413

ficial surfaces while the LCZ classification indicates LCZ B 414

(scattered trees). The image clearly shows scattered houses but 415

not an artificial surface fraction of greater than 50%. Although 416

there are scattered trees, this could also be an example of LCZ 417

9 (sparsely built), in which case both maps would be wrong. 418

Moreover, one large area of LCZ C (bush, scrub) has been clas- 419

sified as cultivated land in the GlobeLand30 product. However, 420

it was difficult to tell from Google, Earth which one is actually 421

correct. Thus, Google street view photographs were examined 422

in this area and they revealed the presence of shrubs. 423

Table X contains the correspondence between the two prod- 424

ucts, which shows the overall agreement is at 75% and thus 425

somewhat lower than for Kyiv. Table X shows that there is 426

some confusion between water bodies, forest, and cultivated 427

areas/grassland, whereas the highest agreement is for the urban 428

LCZs. 429

D. Comparison With OSM 430

Figs. 9 and 10 show the city, towns, and villages from OSM 431

overlaid on top of the LCZ maps of Kyiv and Lviv, respec- 432

tively. A visual inspection shows that the OSM feature called 433

city (which is single point of interest) falls in LCZ 2, which is to 434

be expected as this is the business center of each city. The towns 435

and villages also generally fall in urban classes as expected. 436

Table XI summarizes the correspondence between the LCZs 437
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TABLE VT5:1
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR KYIV USING THE MEAN AS INPUTST5:2

Columns contain the training data while rows contain the results from the LCZ map.

TABLE VIT6:1
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR KYIV USING THE MINIMUM, MEAN, AND MAXIMUM AS INPUTST6:2

Columns contain the training data while rows contain the results from the LCZ map.

TABLE VIIT7:1
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR KYIV USING THE SAMPLE VALIDATION DATASET AND THE MEAN AS INPUTST7:2

Columns contain the validation data while rows contain the results from the LCZ map.
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TABLE VIIIT8:1
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR KYIV USING THE SAMPLE VALIDATION DATASET USING THE MINIMUM, MEAN, AND MAXIMUM AS INPUTST8:2

Columns contain the validation data while rows contain the results from the LCZ map.

Fig. 6. LCZ map of Kyiv compared with the GlobeLand30 land cover product.F6:1

and the city, towns, and villages. In the case of Kyiv, all towns438

fall in urban classes or LCZ E (bare rock or paved), whereas439

one town in Lviv falls in LCZ A (dense trees), indicating a mis-440

classification. For villages in Kyiv, 6 out of 136 locations fall in441

nonurban classes (roughly 4%) while all villages in Lviv fall in442

urban classes or LCZ E (bare rock or paved). Thus, the results443

show a good correspondence between the points of interest for444

the city, towns, and villages and the LCZ classification.445

V. DISCUSSION446

The LCZ methodology is simple to implement using freely447

available satellite imagery and software, as per the original448

goal of WUDAPT [12]. The results also illustrate that the 449

LCZ classification provides a standardized way of mapping 450

and comparing cities. Although Kyiv and Lviv have similar- 451

ities due to their geographical proximity, they are also quite 452

different cities in terms of size, topography, and urban form. 453

The LCZ classification provides a way of clearly visualizing 454

and quantifying these differences in a standardized, transfer- 455

able manner. However, there are challenges in working with 456

small cities such as Lviv. For example, finding sufficient train- 457

ing areas of a large enough size was much more difficult for 458

Lviv than Kyiv. 459

Since the random forest classifier provides an out of bag 460

error, there is theoretically no need for an additional test dataset. 461
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Fig. 7. LCZ map of Lviv compared with the GlobeLand30 land cover product.F7:1

Fig. 8. Examples of disagreeing areas between the LCZ map and GlobeLand30 in (a) Kyiv and (b) Lviv with Google Earth imagery for comparison.F8:1

However, validation was undertaken in this study using an inde-462

pendent test dataset to provide additional confidence in the463

classification. The results, applied only to Kyiv, indicated that464

the classification accuracy is similar to other land cover prod-465

ucts but that there is still room for improvement. However,466

independent validation using pixels of 120 m is clearly prob-467

lematic since LCZs are meant to be homogenous areas of 1 km2468

or larger and a postclassification filter is applied to remove 469

small occurrences of LCZ types that are not representative 470

of the larger zone. Validation using larger pixels of at least 471

1 km2 may improve the validity of this approach and will be 472

investigated in the future. 473

Comparison with additional datasets did provide addi- 474

tional confidence in the LCZ classifications of both cities. 475
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TABLE IXT9:1
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR KYIV COMPARING LCZS TO GLOBELAND30T9:2

TABLE XT10:1
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR LVIV COMPARING LCZS TO GLOBELAND30T10:2

Fig. 9. LCZ map of Kyiv with locations of settlements according to OSM. © OSM contributors.F9:1

However, both external datasets have their own errors so476

agreement between them is subject to some uncertainty.477

The illustrative examples (Fig. 5) showed that a compari-478

son with external datasets should be treated with appropriate479

caveats. Comparison with in-situ temperature measurements480

and thermal remote sensing may be other ways to help vali- 481

date the classification. Validation is clearly an area that will 482

require more attention in the future if LCZs are to be used 483

with confidence in urban climate modeling or as inputs to other 484

applications. 485
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Fig. 10. LCZ map of Lviv with locations of settlements according to OSM. © OSM contributors.F10:1

TABLE XIT11:1
COMPARISON OF CITY, TOWN, AND VILLAGE LOCATIONS FROM OSM

IN RELATION TO THE LCZS FOR KYIV AND LVIV
T11:2
T11:3

LCZ  
City  Town Village 

Kyiv Lviv Kyiv Lviv Kyiv Lviv 
2 1 1 0 0 0 0 
4 0 N/A 6 N/A 1 N/A 
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 
6 0 0 6 1 21 5 
9 0 0 2 1 81 33 
A 0 0 0 1 1 0 
B 0 N/A 0 N/A 5 N/A 
E 0 0 1 0 27 13 

Total  1 1 15 4 136 51 

VI. CONCLUSION486

In this paper, we applied a methodology for LCZ classifica-487

tion as first outlined in [11] in order to assess the transferability488

of this concept to two cities in the same climatic zone but that489

are quite different in urban form and topography, i.e., Kyiv490

and Lviv. The results demonstrated that LCZs are a generically491

applicable, culturally neutral classification for urban areas that492

allowed these cities to be compared in a standardized way. To493

a certain degree, the heterogeneous versus more homogenous494

pattern of LCZs in Kyiv and Lviv, respectively, does tell us495

something about the way cities are organized and could form496

a framework for further explanation of the patterns of urban497

form. However, we recognize that these cities and others clas-498

sified in [12] are in the Global North so we need to further test499

the classification in cities located in the Global South before500

we can adequately assess transferability. Some efforts have501

already been made in this direction with the classification of502

Khartoum [13].503

The workflow in [11] was also extended to consider different504

methods of validation, in particular validation using an indepen-505

dent dataset and comparison with other sources of information,506

i.e., OSM and the GlobeLand30 land cover product. The maps 507

will continue to be improved in those areas where confusion 508

between LCZs persists and then contributed to the WUDAPT 509

initiative, which has the overarching goal of creating LCZ clas- 510

sifications for all major cities globally. It will be possible to 511

visualize and download the data for urban climate modeling 512

purposes or for use in many other types of applications that 513

require a detailed delineation of the urban landscape. LCZs 514

will also form the basis of a sampling framework for collecting 515

more detailed information about the urban form and function of 516

cities in the future [4], [24]. More information can be found at: 517

http://www.wudapt.org. 518
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